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Used by thousands of writing, academic support, and advising centers throughout the world, WCONLINE provides scheduling, recordkeeping, and reporting via a secure and completely customized web-based program.

- **ONLINE SCHEDULING**: Students can log into your center at any time to make an appointment via WCONLINE’s fast website.

- **SECURE RECORDKEEPING**: Each and every visit to your center is logged into the WCONLINE system, allowing you to collect the specific information and data that you need.

- **COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING**: Included and customized reports provide detailed and graphical analysis of center usage, and allow for all data to be quickly exported.

WCONLINE runs on servers owned and operated by Twenty Six LLC. You can access your records and schedule from any computer in the world—no special software, hardware, or university server space or IT support is needed.

More importantly, your WCONLINE installation is tailored for your center. You get the forms, reports, and scheduling solutions that are most applicable to your center. With all upgrades and unlimited support included in the $715 yearly or $65 monthly subscription fee, WCONLINE is the solution for your scheduling, recordkeeping, and reporting needs.
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Statement of Purpose

The Writing Center Journal is an official publication of the International Writing Centers Association, which is an Affiliate of the National Council of Teachers of English. WCJ is published twice a year, in the fall/winter and spring/summer.

The Writing Center Journal’s primary purpose is to publish original research of interest to writing center professionals and to those forging connections between writing centers and the wider arenas of rhetoric and composition studies. As a forum for peer-reviewed scholarship, WCJ publishes theoretical and empirical research on a range of practices, pedagogies, and administration associated with writing center work. WCJ aims to reflect the diversity of writing center contexts through its content and, in so doing, encourages submissions focused not only on writing centers in colleges and universities but also in high schools, middle schools, and other environments. In addition, WCJ welcomes announcements of interest and letters responding to WCJ articles.
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For information about manuscript submission and review, please refer to the “Information for Authors” section at the back of this issue. Information is also available online at writingcenterjournal@english.udel.edu.

US domestic subscription to The Writing Center Journal is $45 per year with IWCA membership or $70 per year with membership and The Writing Lab Newsletter. Domestic library rate for The Writing Center Journal is $55. International rates higher. To subscribe, review, or change address, please go online to http://www.iwcamembers.org.

Most back issues are available for free download from the Writing Centers Research Project archive (http://casebuilder.rhet.ualr.edu/wcrp/wcj/search.cfm). For inquiries about hardcopy back issues, which are $10 each, contact Carolyn Clark, WCJ Production Coordinator, at writingcenterjournal@english.udel.edu or University of Delaware Writing Center, 012 Memorial Hall, Newark DE 19716.

Address all inquiries regarding subscriptions, announcements, and advertising to the editors at writingcenterjournal@english.udel.edu. For reprint permission, contact the editors.
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